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My Account Create Account Sign in Sign in Welcome to the age of the FLX series! A unique brushless data transfer design system enables the creation of a breakthrough flasher display with digital depth and Auto Ranging technology. The features found in the FLX-28 read as the wish list of avid ice anglers: digital depth, auto range, two
zoom zones, five color palettes to choose from for maximum visibility, five foot depth range adjustments starting at 10 feet, maximum range of 300, day and night display brightness settings, low power options for fishing in super shallow water, and a unique weed mode for better performance while fishing in weeds. And to raw on
everything removed, the device even has its own demo mode so you can show non-Vexilar fans how the system works with a lifelike fish capture simulation to watch. The FLX-28 is absolutely revolutionary in the world of winter flasher sonar technology. Vexilar has come a long way from the early FL-8, but over the years Vexilar has never
changed its commitment to delivering the very best sonar systems in the world. Performance, quality, innovation and reliability—welcome to the amazing FLX-28. My Account Login Create Account FLX-28 has more features built in than any previous single flasher sonar system. Welcome to the age of the FLX series! A unique brushless
data transfer design system enables the creation of a breakthrough flasher display with digital depth and Auto Ranging technology. The features found in the FLX-28 read as the wish list of avid ice anglers: digital depth, auto range, two zoom zones, five color palettes to choose from for maximum visibility, five foot depth range adjustments
starting at 10 feet, maximum range of 300, day and night display brightness settings, low power options for fishing in super shallow water, and a unique weed mode for better performance while fishing in weeds. The FLX-28 is absolutely revolutionary in the world of winter flasher sonar technology. View Vexilar FLX-28 Operation Video The
features found in the FLX-28 read as the wish list of ice fishermen starting with digital depth, Auto Range, Two zoom zones, battery status, FIVE color palettes to choose from for maximum visibility, five foot depth range adjustments starting at 10 meters, Maximum range of 300, Day and Night monitor brightness settings, Low power
options for fishing in shallow super water, a unique Weed Mode for better performance while fishing in weeds. And to raw on all of, the device even has its own Demo mode so you can show non-Vexilar fans how the system works with a lifelike fish capture simulation to watch. Performance, quality, innovation and reliability, welcome to the
amazing FLX-28. Vexilar's most popular winter fishing system is Pro Pack II. This system offers great performance features in a super durable case with a built-in gimbal mount to support your flasher. with a 12 Volt, 9 amp-hour battery with charger. All FLX-28 Pro Packs come standard with the powerful Pro-View Ice-Ducer transducer.
The FLX-28 is specially designed to perform with this specific Vexilar Ice-Ducer. The Pro Pack comes with a rod holder but has positions for mounting another with pre-tapped holes for mounting other accessories such as Flex-light, Glo-Ring and beverage holders. The Pro Pack comes with a screw-eye over the hole sensor holder or you
can you the classic float to set aside your Ice-Ducer. The Pro Pack also has a Vexilar Tackle Box and easy-to-use cable management system. Bonus! A FREE soft pack berry case comes with each PP28PV. This system is ready to use right out of the box! More Information SKU PP28PV Digital depth reading Battery voltage display and
warnings 20 Interference bounce settings Brushless data transfer technology Auto range setting Special weed fishing mode Low power shallow water mode Five foot depth range settings in auto mode 300 feet max range 1/4 Target ID Two zoom zones Day/night mode Five colour palette choices Industry-leading 525 rows of resolution
Soft pack carrier case included Vexilar 12, 9 amp-hour battery provides long-lasting power. Pack comes complete with charger. Two cable-holding knots. Adjustable rod holder with two possible mounting positions. The patented Ice-Ducer system is a self-equalizing sensor with fluency for accurate sensor positioning every time. Easy
access to the tackle box Pro Pack case fits inside a five gallon bucket. Pre-drilled holes for accessories universal sensor (on the back) Two-year warranty (Pro-rated on battery) Frequency: 200 kHz Power output: 1,000 watts top-to-peak (50 watt RMS) Display resolution: 525 segments Power output: 200 ma at 12V DC Dimensions: 4.4 H x
6W x 2.5 D Depth range: Maximum 300 feet Weight: 13 Lb. You must select options for your item for estimaste shipping My account Create account Login Log out Vexilar FLX-28 has more features built in than any previous single flasher sonar system. Welcome to the age of the FLX series! A unique brushless data transfer design system
enables the creation of a breakthrough flasher display with digital depth and Auto Ranging technology. The features found in the FLX-28 read as the wish list of avid ice anglers: digital depth, auto range, two zoom zones, five color palettes to choose from for maximum visibility, five foot depth range adjustments starting at 10 feet,
maximum range of 300, day and night display brightness settings, low power options for fishing in super shallow water, and a unique weed mode for better performance while fishing in weeds. The FLX-28 is absolutely revolutionary in the world of winter flasher sonar technology. The features found in the FLX-28 read as the wish list of avid
ice anglers begins with digital depth, Auto Range, Two zoom battery status, FIVE color palettes to choose from for maximum visibility, five foot depth interval adjustments starting at 10 feet, Maximum range of 300, Day and Night settings for display brightness, Low power options for fishing in super shallow water, a unique Weed Mode for
better performance while fishing in weeds. And to raw on all of, the device even has its own Demo mode so you can show non-Vexilar fans how the system works with a lifelike fish capture simulation to watch. Performance, quality, innovation and reliability, welcome to the amazing FLX-28. Vexilar's most popular winter fishing system is
Pro Pack II. This system offers great performance features in a super durable case with a built-in gimbal mount to support your flasher. Complete with a 12 Volt, 9 amp-hour battery with charger. All FLX-28 Pro Packs come standard with the powerful ProView Iceducer transducer. The FLX-28 is specially designed to perform with this
specific Vexilar Iceducer. The Pro Pack comes with a rod holder but has positions for mounting another with pre-tapped holes for mounting other accessories such as Flex-light, Glo-Ring and beverage holders. ProPack comes with a screw-eye over the hole sensor holder or you can you the classic float to set aside your IceDucer. The Pro
Pack also has a Vexilar Tackle Box and easy-to-use cable management system. Bonus! A FREE soft pack berry case comes with each PP28PV. This system is ready to use right out of the box! Vexilar FLX-28 Features: - Digital depth reading - Battery voltage display and warnings - 20 Interference bounce settings - Brushless data
transfer technology - Auto range setting - Special weed fishing mode - Low power shallow water mode - Five foot depth range settings in auto mode - 300 foot max range – 1/4 Target ID - Two zoom zones - Day/night mode - Five color palette selection - Industry-leading 525 lines of resolution - Soft pack bearing case included – Vexilar 12
volts, 9 amp-hour battery delivers long lasting power. Pack comes complete with charger. - Two cable-holding knots. – Adjustable rod holder with two possible mounting positions. The patented Ice-Ducer system is a self-equalizing sensor with fluency for accurate sensor positioning every time. - Easy access to the Tackle Box – The Pro
Pack case fits inside a five-gallon bucket. – Pre-drilled holes for optional accessories – Universal sensor holder (on the back) – Two year warranty (Pro-rated on battery) if someone is looking to upgrade their sonar, this is what you want. Being able to change the brightness of the screen is very nice addition. You can also change the
colors on the screen. You won't be disappointed. works very well, auto depth feature is nice, Dimmable screen is a big plus. marking the fish, it works so well and I've been running with the profit turned all the way down. said really. Surpasses my friends devices from other decision makers hand down. Have used the 28 over a year. This is
a great flasher, easy to read and loves the dimmable feature of the night time. Have fished deep and shallow and without a doubt it is very easy to read and by far the best feature packed flasher I have used compared to Marcum's and Hummingbirds I have tried. The new vexilar is great, the definition is so much better than my fl 18. It will
pick up the smallest jig and the profit doesn't even have to be up. Love to use this device. It's so sensitizing and good for fishing at any depth. Being able to adjust the cone angle with the reinforcement is really nice option when searching for fish and hole jumping. Auto range takes a few seconds to find the bottom but well worth it. So
sensitive I use low power most of the time. If you are a die-hard fisherman, then it is worth the cash to upgrade. I started with an FL-18, upgraded to an FL-20 and this blows them both out of the water. This thing works great. Used it immediately in 75+ feet of water. It had to be submitted for a software upgrade. Vexilar told me how to fix if
it froze on the screen. When we returned home we had great send and return service. All in all a great product. My husband ordered this and love IT. This is not my first flasher, but it is my first Vexilar. I had a Humminbird Ice 55 before this. I think this is a better unit. I don't feel like this is a 5 out of 5 maybe a 4.5 out of 5, I'm still on the
fence with the ProView sensor. In shallow water I need to be in low power mode when my friends fl20 doesn't have to be. And my only concern is that we get so much interference with each other. Other than that I love how it hardly makes sounds like the older gens. The colors look good. The target ID is very nice to have. I think I caught
more fish in 2 days with this vs 6 times I had the ice 55 out. Overall Nice unity. I would still pick this over lx7 again. I would like to try the tri beam sensor but is it worth it for $110? I love it!!!! Works like a champ..... Pluse I got it two days early . . . In my second season with this flasher and love it. The preview sensor takes time to get use to
and understand but is great. The sensor is designed for around 15′ and deeper but can fish shallow in low power mode. Love this! It has been a great addition to our ice fishing trips. It comes with DVDs and goes through the different setting on vexilar. It's pretty neat to look at the fish too! Bought one of these locally while on a trip this last
weekend after being the only one without a flasher for 4 years. The others have ICE 35 and 55 and FL18 and I can totally out any interference by going to low power and some profit adjustments. I had zero questions to see just what I wanted in the water 40feet and no involvement in FL18. The humminbirds always disturb each other and
Vexilars work seamlessly with each other. In fact, we were splitting my FLX28 between 3 of us by drilling 3 holes and placing this in the middle and racing to who gets the fish. My only question was I forgot to leave the master power button on during charging so I had voltage alerts on the screen every few hours a few hours. Even with that
question, out of the box I ran 16 hours on a factory charged battery for two days and ended up at 12.1 volts. This thing is awesome. I had a lot of people wish they had flx28. Definitely the Cadillac for ice fishing. This is a very nice locator and so easy to use. The staff were very helpful and helpful. Still need to buy matching color camera as
set. Also you FLX-28 is a go on your own. Worth $$$'s. Very impressed with the performance I love it. Incredible separation, even at 70′. Easily see a 1/2 oz Caste mast in 70′ of water. Desire manual range would go to 100′. Manual range maximum is only 50′. Use it all the time. The zoom is a nice bonus. I felt this one was harder to read
than the older versions. I wish I would have saved some money and went with 22. I will never ice fish again without this flasher. It's so fun to target certain species and then be able to see the lines stack up and work the jig until you see it snack it and it's such a blast and this has the capacity to make all kinds of depth and is very easy to
use. Exactly what I asked for. This unit is great. Very user-friendly, easy to match in profit and sharing view is a must feature. I have never drained the battery dead even with fishing 24 + hrs straight. I bought my FLX 28 in 2014, as a first time user was interesting to learn how to use. To see where is the fish and to see if there is any fish. It
is a truly great entity to own and knows that Vexilar flashers were made strictly in Japan for 29 years in a row. And keep doing it. Take care of your Vexilar and it will last you a lifetime. Ice fishing. I bought 28 to replace my 18! Love it so far. Used it twice and love it! Good product. I'm color blind and can tell the difference in FL28. Worth it!!
Be on time. I'm a little pricey but worth it. Very good flasher and a lot quieter than the 18 I haven't used yet but I will be catching more fish than before! Before!
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